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  ABSTRACT 

Even on limited stage area of a hall, sound field is not uniform and ST (Support) value varies 
from place to place. Then some of orchestra members are always unsatisfied with their 
environment for performance. The purpose of this study is to research on possibility to improve 
stage acoustics for orchestra musicians by active method. In this report, firstly, measurements 
of ST values distribution for several positions on the stage area of a hall were carried out. At 
positions on the stage area, impulse responses (IR) were measured under a few varieties of 
architectural conditions, the height of stage enclosure. Sound receiving points were located 1m 
from sound source. Next, each sound field of positions on the stage was evaluated subjectively 
in terms of preference at playing musical instrument by simulation in anechoic chamber. 
Subjects play electronic musical instruments and their played signals are convoluted real-timely 
with impulse responses measured, then fed back to them. Subjects answered questions 
concerning impressions and preferences for each sound field while playing instruments. 
Additionally, sound fields, i.e. IR whose ST values are out of optimum range were modified 
computationally so as to have optimum ST values by superimposing IRs and then evaluated 
subjectively in the same way. The results of these subjective evaluations were compared with 
ST values and discussed the validity of improved sound field. In future, a concrete plan to 
improve sound field for musicians by sound feedback to local target area on the stage would be 
discussed. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this study is to acquire knowledge, which contributes to optimal stage acoustic 
design and improvement of auditorium on the side of sound source (performers). This report 
aims to acquire the basic knowledge about the method of improving actively performance 
environment on a stage of a hall by feedback of performance sound. Sound field data, acoustic 
impulse responses on the stage of our university lecture hall under various conditions were 
measured as a case study. Then, stimuli for experiments were made by using these measured 
data. Two kinds of stimulus were prepared, one is original sound field and the other is 
synthesized sound field by combining original ones. Then, subjective evaluation experiments 
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were carried out by using prepared stimuli, in which stimuli were presented by real-time 
convolution to a subject who is playing instrument and a subject answers questions concerning 
sound environment in playing instrument. Results of experiments were analyzed and subjective 
evaluations for two kinds of stimulus were compared and discussed.  

2 OUTLINE OF EXPERIMENT 

2.1  Measurement of Acoustic Impulse Response on Stage 

The variation of acoustic impulse response on stage was measured at Sansui Hall of Mie 
University. The sound source (dodecahedron type loud speaker, TSP signal) was located at 3 
representative positions on the stage and the measurement position was 3 or 4 points on the 
circumference away 1m from each sound source. Height of stage enclosure ceiling was 
changed at 3 levels and accordingly stage volumes changed from 570 m3 to 1139 m3. Impulse 
responses were measured on a total of 33 conditions consisting of different position and ceiling 
height. STEarly values calculated from measured impulse responses have moderate distribution 
over -8dB to -19dB.  

2.2  Creation and Preparation of Experimental Stimuli 

Materials for experimental stimuli were selected from measured impulse responses, which have 
STEarly values closest to integers at 1dB interval. As stimuli of real sound fields, 6 impulse 
responses were adopted from these materials as they were. And 6 stimuli of synthesized sound 
fields were created by computational convolution processing for 2 impulse responses among 
materials. The minimal STEarly value of created stimuli was -13dB. Henceforth in this paper, the 
stimuli of real sound fields are described as “(STEarly value)” and called “real” stimuli simply, 
while the stimuli created by convolution of 2 impulse responses, are described as “((STEarly 
value))” and called “superimposed” stimuli, as if 2 sound fields were superimposed. The 
acoustic properties of 12 stimuli used finally for experiments are summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1:  Acoustic properties of stimulus used for experiment 

 Description T30 
(s) 

EDT 
(s) 

C80 
(dB) 

G 
(dB) 

Δt 
(ms

) 

BR STEarly 
(dB) 

STLate 
(dB) 

Combination in 
Convolution 

R
ea

l S
tim

ul
i (-8dB) 1.31 0.29 16.0 21.7 11 0.46 -7.8 -7.2 

 

(-10dB) 1.33 0.16 16.1 22.2 11 0.43 -9.7 -8.8 
(-12dB) 1.41 0.07 15.1 20.7 30 0.63 -12.4 -11.1 
(-14dB) 1.34 0.15 17.8 20.7 14 0.66 -13.8 -12.7 
(-16dB) 1.29 0.14 18.0 21.0 14 0.55 -16.5 -14.4 
(-18dB) 1.36 0.14 19.4 20.7 14 0.72 -18.6 -16.3 

Su
pe

rim
po

se
d 

St
im

ul
i 

((-8dB)) 1.41 0.21 13.3 22.1 11 0.64 -7.9 -6.7 (-12dB) x (-10dB) 
((-9dB)) 1.47 0.40 12.8 21.5 11 0.79 -9.4 -7.9 (-14dB) x (-12dB) 

((-10dB)) 1.48 0.20 13.2 21.7 14 0.85 -10.1 -8.6 (-18dB) x (-12dB) 
((-11dB)) 1.40 0.15 14.7 21.5 15 0.82 -11.0 -9.6 (-18dB) x (-14dB) 
((-12dB)) 1.37 0.11 15.6 22.6 11 0.65 -12.0 -10.3 (-19dB) x (-17dB) 
((-13dB)) 1.43 0.11 17.7 21.3 11 0.60 -13.3 -12.0 (-18dB) x (-17dB) 

*T30 and EDT are based on average from 500Hz to 1000Hz. Other parameters are based on All Pass values. 
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2.3 Experimental Method 

Table 2:  Subjective evaluation items 
Category Subjective evaluation Item 

Reverberance 
Preference for Reverberance  

Subjective Duration of Reverberation 
Subjective Quantity of Reverberation 

Clarity Preference for Clarity 
Subjective Degree of Clarity 

Magnitude of Reflection Preference for Magnitude of Reflection 
Subjective Magnitude of Reflection 

Responsiveness Preference for Responsiveness 
Subjective Responsiveness 

Timbre of Reverberation 
Preference for Timbre of Reverberation 

Pitch of Reverberation  
Subjective Density of Reverberation 

General Evaluation 

General Preference 
Support 

Ease of Performance 
Ease of Adaptation 

 

Experimental system was built, in which virtual performing environment in stage enclosure is 
reproduced through headphone to a subject by feeding back of his performing sound convoluted 
real-timely with stimulus computationally. In a trial of experiment, 12 stimuli were presented 
randomly to a subject, and he carried out subjective evaluation for each stimulus while playing 
instrument. Stimulus presentation was monophonically and presentation levels of stimuli 
(feedback level) were adjusted in preliminary trial before main trials so that subjects might not 
feel any incongruity. Although there was a little latency in computational convolution process, no 
subject appeals against sense of incongruity due to it during a performance, so it was judged 
that latency by convolution has no influence on the result of experiment. Number of subjects 
was 27; men and women whose ages range from 13 to 36 years old. They have experience of 
playing musical instrument from 1 to 26 years, and their experienced instruments are violin, flute, 
sax and keyboard (piano or electronic organ). In this experiment, since it is easy to operate 
convolution of direct sound from instrument with stimuli, subjects play electrical instruments, 
such as electrical violin, wind synthesizer, or electronic keyboard. In each trial, a subject 
performed the same piece of music, the 1st movement of "Eine Kleine Nachtmusik" (from the 
1st to 27th measure) under the sound conditions presented as stimuli. Subjects answered 
questions concerning the subjective impression for each stimulus by 7 grades of category 
scales (from -3 to +3) after the end of a trial. Questionnaire that subjects have to answer 
includes 16 items of subjective scales from 5 categories as shown in Table 2. 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

3.1 General View of Experimental Result 

Result of subjective evaluation for each stimulus by subjects was added up into cross tabulation 
and statistical examination was carried out. The result of analysis of variance concerning the 
difference in stimulus shows that significant change was seen at 1% level in “Preference for 
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Magnitude of Reflection” and at 5% level in “General Preference” and “Support” in real stimuli. 
On the other hand, it was seen at 1% level in “Subjective Duration of Reverberation” and 
“Subjective Quantity of Reverberation” in superimposed stimuli. Although significant change was 
not seen in other cases, it seems generally that subjects’ response differ according to the 
difference of stimuli, which means difference of acoustic conditions, such as STEarly. 

3.2 Evaluation Items of General Evaluation Category 

Figure 1 shows the change of average rating value and distribution (the range of standard 
deviation) of "General Preference" by change of STEarly. In this figure, red line corresponds to 
the case of “superimposed stimuli”, and blue line corresponds to “real stimuli”. The stimuli with 
high rating were (-10dB), (-12dB), ((-11dB)), and ((-12dB)). However, the rating for ((-10dB)), 
which has STEarly value equivalent to (-10dB), was low and the statistical significant difference at 
5% level was seen between the average rating value of (-10dB) and ((-10dB)).  

The result of subjective evaluation for "Support" is shown in Figure 2. The general tendency of 
“Support “is approximate to that of "General Preference". The rating of ((-10dB)) is low 
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Figure 1:  Subjective evaluation for 
“General preference” 
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Figure 2: Subjective evaluation for “Support” 
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Figure 3: Subjective evaluation for  
“Ease of Performance” 
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Figure 4: Subjective evaluation for  
“Ease of Adaptation” 
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compared with (-10dB) similarly as "General Preference", and the significant difference between 
them at 5% level was seen.  

Figure 3 shows the result of “Ease of Performance.” The ratings for (-8dB), (-10dB), and (-12dB) 
in real stimuli and ((-11dB)), ((-12dB)), and ((-13dB)) in superimposed stimuli were highly 
evaluated. And in the range of STEarly > -13dB, the ratings of real stimuli are always higher than 
superimposed stimuli.  

"Ease of Adaptation" is a tentative scale introduced on trial which evaluates how easy to adapt 
one’s performance to the sound field, and the result of evaluation is shown in Figure 4. About 
real stimuli, there is a gap of rating between (-12dB) and (-14dB). And over (-12dB) or under (-
14dB), ratings are constant in each range. On the other hand, about superimposed stimuli, 
rating becomes low as STEarly value becomes high in general. Moreover, the statistical 
significant difference was seen at 1% level between (-8dB) and ((-8dB)), and at 5% level 
between (-10dB) and ((-10dB)). 

It is common in "Ease of Performance" and "Ease of Adaptation" that the significance at 1% or 
5% level was found by analysis of variance for whether stimulus is real or superimposed. And 
also it is common in “General Preference”, “Ease of Performance” and “Ease of Adaptation” that 
significant difference at 5% level was found between average rating value of (-10dB) and ((-
10dB)), which have almost the same STEarly value. In Figure 5, standardized acoustic features of 
stimuli pair with equivalent STEarly value are compared. The acoustic parameters excluding ST 
values are different between real and superimposed stimuli. And the difference in reverberance, 
clarity and sound energy density resulting from the difference in these acoustic parameters is 
considered to have affect on the subjective evaluation in experiment.  

3.3 Evaluation Items Excluding General Evaluation Category 

Figure 6 shows comparison of the changes of average rating values for "Preference for 
Reverberance" in STEarly and STLate with approximated curves. Both distribution tendencies are 
considered to draw the parabolic curve with a peak near -11~ -10 dB. Distribution of STLate value 
of each stimulus is larger than STEarly about 1~2 dB. 
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Figure 6: Results of rating for “Preference 
for Reverberance” in STEarly and STLate 

Figure 5: Comparison of the acoustic 
feature in real and superimposed stimulus 
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In Figure 7, the evaluation results of "Preference for Reverberance" and "Subjective Duration of 
Reverberation" are compared. "Subjective Quantity of Reverberation" was evaluated almost 
similarly as "Subjective Duration of Reverberation". About “Preference for Reverbrance”, 
comparatively high average rating value was seen in (-10dB) and ((-11dB)). It seems that the 
profile of the actual reverberation time shown in Figure 8 is reflected directly to evaluation for 
"Subjective Duration of Reverberation" and there is a tendency that reverberance for 
superimposed stimuli are estimated longer than real stimuli on the whole. The significant 
difference was seen at 1% level in ANOVA for whether real or superimposed in these 2 items 
(subjective duration and quantity). Between each stimuli pair (-8dB) and ((-8dB)), (-10dB) and ((-
10dB)), and (-12dB) and ((-12dB)), the statistical significant difference was not seen for 
"Preference for Reverberance", but the significant difference at 1% level was seen for 
"Subjective Duration of Reverberation" between (-8dB) and ((-8dB)). Similarly for "Subjective 
Quantity of Reverberation", the significant difference at 1% level was seen between (-8dB) and 
((-8dB)) and at 5% level was seen between (-12dB) and ((-12dB)). The subjective evaluation of 
"Preference for Reverberance" is not necessarily related with the physical quantity (such as T30 
or EDT) and the difference of evaluation between real and superimposed are very little.  

Figure 9 shows the evaluation result of "Preference for Clarity". Except for ((-13dB)), change of 
evaluation by difference of stimulus was not seen. And in general, real stimuli always obtained 
higher evaluation than superimposed stimuli. The value of C80 for each stimulus is shown in 
Figure 10, and it seems that subjective evaluation is related with the change of C80 on the whole 
although it is not always according with that. And the evaluation tendency of "Subjective Degree 
of Clarity" was approximated to that of "Preference for Clarity". The significant difference was 
found at 1% level in the result of ANOVA concerning whether real or superimposed stimuli in 
both evaluation items about clarity. Moreover, the statistical significant difference was seen at 
1% level about evaluation of "Subjective Degree of Clarity" between (-8dB) and ((-8dB)). 
Similarly, the statistical significant difference was found at 5% level about evaluation of 
"Preference for Clarity" and "Subjective Degree of Clarity" between (-10dB) and ((-10dB)). Since 
the difference of C80 value between real and superimposed stimuli is larger in the range of STEarly 
from -8dB to -10dB, it is considered that subjects felt difference clearly.  
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Figure 7: Subjective evaluations for 
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Figure 8: Relationship of STEarly  
and T30, EDT  
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Figure 10: Relationship of STEarly and C80 
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Figure 9: Subjective evaluation for 
“Preference for Clarity” 

Figure 11: Subjective evaluation in 
category of Magnitude of Reflection 
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Figure 12: Subjective evaluation in 
category of Responsiveness 
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Figure 13: Subjective evaluation in 
category of Timbre of Reverberation 
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Figure 11 shows the subjective evaluation results for "Preference for Magnitude of Reflection" 
and "Subjective Magnitude of Reflection". About "Preference for Magnitude of Reflection", the 
real stimuli with STEarly beyond -12dB obtained comparatively high evaluation, and any 
evaluation for superimposed stimuli had almost equivalent value. However, there is no great 
difference between evaluations for real and superimposed stimuli. Moreover, about "Subjective 
Magnitude of Reflection", in real stimuli, evaluation change by the difference of stimuli is not 
seen, and rating value is hovering around 0. On the other hand, there is a tendency that 
magnitude of reflection is judged a little larger in superimposed stimuli at the range of STEarly 
more than -12dB. The significant difference was found at 1% level in the result of ANOVA 
concerning whether real or superimposed in “Subjective Magnitude of Reflection.” Moreover, 
between the evaluation values about (-8dB) and ((-8dB)), the statistical significant difference 
was seen at 5% level. The listening level of stimuli is set almost constant, and it is guessed that 
it was difficult for subjects to distinguish magnitude of reflection only. 

The results of "Preference for Responsiveness" and "Subjective Responsiveness" are shown in 
Figure 12. The profile of ratings is almost flat and it seems that both items are not related with 
whether real or superimposed stimuli, and ST values. About (-8dB) and ((-8dB)), the statistical 
significant difference was seen at 5% level in “Preference for Responsiveness” and at 1% level 
in “Subjective Responsiveness”. It seems that there was no difference among stimuli, which 
subjects could distinguish, and the rating values had little variance. 

Figure 13 shows the results of "Preference for Timbre of Reverberation", "Pitch of 
Reverberation" and "Subjective Density of Reverberation". Although (-12dB), ((-12dB)) and ((-
11dB)) were rated highly for "Preference for Timbre of Reverberation", significant difference 
between real and superimposed stimuli was not found in this item. About "Pitch of 
Reverberation" and "Subjective Density of Reverberation", average rating values were hovering 
around 0, and variation was small, because evaluation was difficult for subjects. About 
"Subjective Density of Reverberation", there is a tendency that the subjective evaluations for 
superimposed stimuli have a little higher value, since superimposed stimuli have sound fields 
compounded from 2 sound fields and the density of reflection is actually large. Figure 14 shows 
the value of BR (Bass Ratio) of each stimulus. It seems that the influence of BR on the 
subjective evaluation was little. 

3.4 Correlation between Physical Quantity and Subjective Evaluation 

The correlation analysis between physical quantity in acoustic feature and the subjective 
evaluation for each item was carried out. Although the remarkable difference between real and 
superimposed stimuli was not found in the result of correlation analysis among physical 
quantities in acoustic feature and also among subjective evaluation items, there are some 
differences between the physical quantities and subjective evaluation items. Comparatively high 
significant correlation with ST (coefficient: 0.213~0.222) is observed for "Preference for 
Magnitude of Reflection" and "Support" in real stimuli, while ST correlates significantly with 
"Subjective Duration of Reverberation" and "Subjective Quantity of Reverberation" in 
superimposed stimuli (coefficient: 0.210~0.255). Conversely although comparatively high 
significant correlation with "Support" (coefficient: 0.202~0.251) is observed for C80, G, BR, 
STEarly and STLate in real stimuli, there is no correlation in superimposed stimuli. 

3.5 Comparison of Structure in Subjective Evaluation 

Factor analysis for subjective evaluation in real stimuli was carried out into 6 factors. In the 
results, items belonging to “General Evaluation” category except "Ease of Adaptation", 
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"Preference for Reverberance", "Subjective Magnitude of Reflection", "Preference for Timbre of 
Reverberation", and "Subjective Density of Reverberation" are extracted as the 1st factor. It 
seems that these items express preferences in general and compose the dominant dimension 
of subjective evaluation for the real sound fields for performers. "Subjective Duration of 
Reverberation", "Subjective Quantity of Reverberation" and "Subjective Magnitude of Reflection" 
are extracted as the 2nd factor, and it can be interpreted as the dimension to evaluate 
reverberance. The category of "Responsiveness" is extracted as the 3rd factor, and the 
category of "Clarity" was the 4th factor, and "Ease of Adaptation" only is the 5th factor. 
Moreover, "Pitch of Reverberation" was not extracted as a factor, since it seems to have little 
relationships with subjectivity. In this evaluation structure, subjective judgment seems to place 
large weight on preference and reverberance. Factor analysis for superimposed stimuli was 
done similarly and the result was compared with real stimuli. "Preference for Timbre of 
Reverberation" and "Subjective Density of Reverberation" are not included in the 1st factor, and 
alternatively "Ease of Adaptation" came to be included. Although judgment is difficult for these 
items and it is possible that subjects answered without consistent standard, in the subjective 
evaluation for compounded sound field of superimposed stimuli, it seems that the weight of 
evaluation for “Timbre of Reverberation" became comparatively light and the weight of "Ease of 
Adaptation" increased when superimposed stimuli were presented. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

In this report, experiments of subjective evaluation concerning stage acoustics were carried out, 
and results of rating for real and superimposed sound field were compared and discussed. The 
following knowledge was acquired. 

・	 It is reconfirmed that preference of performers to real sound field has relation to ST value and 
there can be optimal ST value as shown in previous literature. 

・	 It seems that the evaluation by ST for superimposed sound field is also valid to some extent, 
but clear whole relationship between ST and subjective evaluation for superimposed sound 
field was not found. 

・	 There is possibility that in superimposed sound field, performers increase their weight of 
evaluation for their sound field for playing on reverberance. 

・	 There are some sound fields, which are evaluated differently, even if they have almost the 
same ST value. It seems necessary to have overall evaluation by some other indices in 
addition to ST in evaluation for stage acoustics. 

・	 Further examinations about details of evaluation for superimposed sound field are required.  
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